Ford fusion 2008

Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. I had a good business
transaction with David of Auto Rama. Amazing first time experience in purchasing my first
vehicle. They responded prompty and provided answers to questions about the vehicle I was
interested in. Bought the car They were helpful and informative Love my new car and got a great
interest rate. The vehicle was already sold when I contacted the dealer. The dealer responded
right away and was helpful. This seems to be a common occurrence for all ads. I doubt if they
had this vehicle ever. Any good car they advertise and I enquired they said it's sold in CASH
and they don't have any records of selling because of cash sales. Overall, they were fine in
getting back to me. They were very helpful, full of knowledge regarding warranties, history of
vehicles and the staff are very polite. They take the time to build a relationship with you,
showing that they care about you as a person not just a customer in their business, but as if
you are a guest in their home. Thank you Mikkie!!!! Can wait to be deriving around in my newer
truck!! I had a reply from them on Instagram almost instantly, but they don't finance car under
Very courteous sales staff, my only complaint is the blatant lie of an ad they use to get you in
the door. Excellent customer relations and through explanation of product and services.
Completed the sale with no issues. Very accommodating to our needs. They were extremely
pushy and the car wasnt even in proper viewing state upon my arrival even after booking an
appointment 1 week prior. Our contact was Sam I have been in sales for over 47 years. Know
what to look for. Never took a test ride. But his promises were enough for me. Delivered the car
directly to our house 45 minute drive.. The vehicle was perfect. If not I would have sent him
back. Perfect ending.. Highly recommend Sam. Wish there were more people in the world like
him I asked the dealer 2 questions- he responded only to one which was not helpful at all. I
won't bother him again. Family dealership that has a great business model: Quick response;
beautiful clean showroom; they showed me the complete vehicle history before I asked- and
they had the absolute lowest price in the market! No info listed when I called Promised to
forward when available. Honest and friendly communication. Car did sell before I was able to
see it but no fault of the dealer. I didnt contact with them but they tried to contact with me I had
not much time to respond them back. The Ford Fusion, among other vehicles, has become
synonymous with the current resurgence of the American automaker. As GM and Chrysler
continue to feel their way forward cautiously, Ford has managed to make itself relevant again in
the minds of car buyers, and the Fusion, along with the Edge, the Escape, the Flex, and the new
Fiesta, helps lead the way. The Fusion received a major refresh in , which included exterior and
interior enhancements. A domed hood, cleaner front end, revised chrome three-barred grille,
and new headlights and foglights give the Fusion a sportier look outside, backed up by a
number of new powerplants that excel at both performance and fuel efficiency. Inside, the
Fusion received new metallic finishes on the dash, doors, center console, and steering wheel,
which created a more contemporary look and reduced the plasticky feel. The instrument gauges
and switches were updated with ice blue lighting, and Ford redesigned the leather-wrapped
steering wheel. Other new additions for included a new shifter, restyled padded armrests, and
new seats with contrasting stitching and leather inserts. For , the Fusion receives only a few
new features, including optional HD radio and rain-sensing wipers, as well as Ford's MyKey
system, which now comes standard in all Fusion trims. The MyKey system enables parents to
limit the car's speed and the audio system's volume when teens are driving. In addition, the
system chimes continually when seat belts are not buckled. By limiting the speed of the Fusion,
no matter who's driving, owners also can improve the vehicle's fuel efficiency. In addition, Ford
added a Fusion Hybrid in A hp, 2. Also in , the top-of-the-heap Fusion Sport received a new hp,
3. All engines power the Fusion through the front wheels although SE and SEL owners can add
all-wheel drive as an option , and link to a six-speed automatic transmission designed for fuel
efficiency as well as smooth yet robust acceleration. The numbers slip slightly for the big 3.
Power comes from a 2. The Fusion Hybrid can travel up to 47 mph solely on electric power
before switching to primarily gas-engine power at higher speeds, or when more power is
required at lower speeds, such as when passing. The Hybrid powerplant puts out a combined
hp. Given its recent extensive updating, the Fusion will probably not see a next-generation
update for at least a couple of years. More than likely, however, prospective buyers can expect
at least a few incremental improvements in , as well as some engine horsepower upgrades. The
Fusion entered Ford's automotive lineup with the model year. Slotted between the Focus and
the Five Hundred which replaced the Taurus for a short time , the Fusion was the first Ford
vehicle to showcase the automaker's distinctive design style, which continues to this day. The
exterior design was inspired by the Ford concept car and highlighted by the three-bar chrome
grille and multi-element projector-beam headlights up front. Owners could opt for a hp, 3.
Variable cam timing and electronic throttle control on both engines maximized fuel economy
and responsiveness while ensuring low emissions. The Fusion displayed an exterior design

described as athletic by the automaker, with a muscular stance and plenty of room in the cabin
for both front- and rear-seat passengers. Emphasis was placed on fuel economy, safety
features, and good driving dynamics, as well as on design and interior space. A stiff chassis
ensured responsive handling and minimal flexing, while a four-wheel independent suspension
provided a comfortable ride. The Fusion sat on a inch wheelbase with an overall length of Those
generous measurements for a midsize car, aided by the fact that Ford pushed the C-pillar back
as far as possible, ensured ample legroom in the rear seat and plenty of space throughout the
cabin. Fortunately, cargo space didn't suffer, with the Fusion offering a respectable A year after
launch, in , Ford added an optional all-wheel-drive system for V6-powered trims, and offered
Sirius satellite radio as an option in SE and SEL trims. In addition, front-seat side and
side-curtain airbags became standard on all Fusion trims. Other new standard features included
an MP3 input jack, while a DVD-based navigation system was added as an option. For , antilock
brakes and a tire pressure monitoring system joined the standard equipment list. Late in the
model year, Ford added its SYNC communications and connectivity system as an option. The
system enabled hands-free access to cell phones and MP3 players through the car's audio
system. Other new features for included an optional color-configurable ambient interior lighting
system and an optional Sport Appearance Package, which included a black chrome grille, a
unique spoiler, color-keyed foglights, a sport-tuned suspension, red seat inserts, and red
stitching on the seats, steering wheel, and console. Stability control, which improved handling
and wheel traction, became an option in In addition, Ford offered a Blue Suede options package
for SE and SEL trims, which included a charcoal black interior, ambient lighting, inch painted
wheels, and Alcantara blue-suede seat and door-panel trim inserts. The Fusion has garnered a
number of awards during its relatively short history. Also in , the Fusion Hybrid was named the
No. According to Kelley Blue Book, the Fusion manages only average resale value, which can
be good for prospective buyers of Fusions but not so good for current owners. Even late-model
such as used Fusions make very good buys, and with its solid reviews, numerous awards, and
good ratings from reviewers, a used Fusion should prove dependable for many years to come.
Thanks to a fairly extensive Fusion trim lineup, buyers have quite a few choices, even though
the Fusion has been in production only a few years. Budget-minded buyers seeking a
fuel-efficient family hauler should look for four-cylinder trims such as the S and SE, while those
who require more power can opt for V6-powered SE and SEL trims. According to some reports,
the four-cylinder in earlier years was underpowered, and even the V6 struggled at times, so
owners should opt for later-year, higher-powered trims if performance is a requirement. Buyers
who live in northern climes might want to look for Fusion trims with AWD or, at the very least,
stability control, which Ford added as standard equipment in Similarly, buyers who consider
safety equipment paramount when choosing a used car should opt for Fusion trims built in or
later, when front-seat side and side-curtain airbags became standard, or in or later, when
antilock brakes were added to the standard equipment list. Prospective buyers seeking
higher-end features, such as navigation or Ford's SYNC system, will have to look for
later-model trims. Navigation became available as an option in , and the SYNC system followed
as an option a year later. Finally, those who want something a little bit different can search for
the Fusion with the Sport Appearance Package, offered in , or the Blue Suede Package, which
came along in , though both were available in limited numbers. We'll help you find great deals
among tens of thousands of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you
with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. Once you're ready to
narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days
on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with
a single owner, recent price drops, or photos, our filters can help with that too. All Years to All
Years. Postal Code. Radius 25 km 50 km 75 km km km km Nationwide. Ford Fusion. Email me
price drops and new listings for these results. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Request
Information. Authorized Ford Dealer. Read more. Want a basic but stylish car? How about a
hybrid, or even a plug-in hybrid? What about an undeniably luxurious sedan, or a genuine
sports sedan? The Ford Fusion lineup has them all, ranging in pr. With few exceptions, the Ford
Fusion is an excellent choice in a midsize family sedan. Now 1 year off a redesign, the Fusion
continues to add tech to an already-attractive package. With the standard features of the Hybrid
trim, it also does a great job of nipping at the heels of mo. Ed Learn Ford Lincoln. Summit Ford.
Ford Fusion Reviews Review. It was a great value for her budget. It has all the safety features
like blind spot monitoring, back up camera and warning sensors. We compared it to a Malibu,
but the Fusion was a better price with lower miles. Out of all the sadans we were looking at Kia,
Hyundai, Honda non of them compared with the comfort, features and price point that the Ford
Fusion gave us. The only thing I would say is that Im slightly disappointed in, is the fact that I

got the SEL trim which is one of the most luxurious trims in this model, doesnt come with
navigation. Why Use CarGurus? Ford dealers in Toronto ON. Ford dealers in North York ON.
Ford dealers in Scarborough ON. Ford dealers in Mississauga ON. Ford dealers in Woodbridge
ON. Ford dealers in Richmond Hill ON. Ford dealers in Markham ON. Ford dealers in Brampton
ON. Ford dealers in Pickering ON. Subscribe to receive new listings for this search right in your
inbox. Check out our inventory today! This Ford Fusion is for sale today. This sedan has , kms.
It's silver in colour and is major accident free based on the Come in for a test drive today! New
safety , new tires , brakes , water pump. Back up warning , sunroof , keyless entry, clean car no
rust , out of province car. Have current car fax. No trades, call or text Well maintained, one
owner, good condition ,clean interior no rust. Sun roof. NO rust. Runs and drives very well. For
vehicles marked As-Is This vehicle is being sold as-is, unfit, not e-te Fully equipped automatic
transmission remote control window tinted Bluetooth heated seat and mirors winter tires
installed antiglissage dystemradio cd player gold color exterior and beige colour interior. Has a
sunroof, automated backup assistance. Black leather interior. Had both sets of brakes replaced
last year. Both sets are on rims. Car has some Oil changed re Reach millions of car shoppers
locally and nationally for free. We analyzed similar vehicles in your area and calculated that this
vehicle is priced lower than the average making it a Great Price. We analyzed similar vehicles in
your area and calculated that this vehicle is priced a bit lower than the average making it a Good
Price. We analyzed similar vehicles in your area and calculated that this vehicle is priced
slightly higher than average making it a Fair Price. This vehicle may be certified, include
additional options, warranties making it Above Average Price. Contact seller for details. Filter
Results 14 14 Ford Fusion for sale in Canada. Certified Pre-Owned. Live Chat 2. Virtual
Appraisal 1. Home Test Drive 1. Online Reservation 0. Buy Online 1. Delivery 1. SEL 6. Please
enter a number between 0 and 10,, Must be greater than Min Price. Payment range. Please enter
a number between 0 and 1,, Min payment is required. Must be greater than Min Payment. Max
payment is required. Payment frequency. Credit rating. Sedan Beige 1. Black 1. Blue 1. Gold 1.
Green 1. Red 3. Silver 5. White 1. Must be greater than Min Kilometres. All Wheel Drive 4. Front
Wheel Drive 9. Unknown 1. Gasoline Unknown 2. Automatic Manual 1. With Photos. With Price.
NEW Save Search. Get price alerts and new listings for this search right in your inbox! Your
email address Email Subscribe. By clicking 'Subscribe', you consent to receiving emails from
Trader Corporation. You also agree to our Privacy Policy and Terms of Use. Turn off. Filter
Results Click here to try again. Priority Listings. All Listings. Mileage , km. Monthly Bi-weekly
Weekly. No trades, call or text Mileage , km. Sun roof Mileage , km. Buy Online. Contactless
Services New. Contactless Services New Instant Trade-in. List your car here! List your car for
free. Find your next car by browsing our extensive new and pre-owned Ford Fusion inventory
from local Ford dealerships and private sellers. You can also compare prices, trim
specifications, options, reviews, scores and recall history of Ford Fusion with similar vehicles.
View vehicle information. Browse listings by city Barrie. Richmond Hill. View more. Click on the
bi-weekly payment amount estimate to see Financing details. All new vehicles offered for sale
are being offered by registered motor vehicle dealers. View a list of all dealers and dealer
telephone numbers. Disclaimer Information: Please confirm with seller accuracy of information.
Mileage recorded at time of listing. Taxes and license are not included in listing price. Subscribe
for the latest car reviews, listings, products and more right in your inbox. Your email address
Subscribe. I can unsubscribe at anytime. I also agree to the Terms of Use and Privacy Policy.
Subscription complete! A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been
stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls.
For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and
has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that
has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of
used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In
addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their
customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had
the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us
and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the

selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Make Model Year. Vehicle
History. Vehicle Listing Details. Attractive and purposeful our Ford Fusion is an excellent choice
if you are shopping for a midsized sedan. Under the hood lies a 3. Paired with a smooth shifting
6-Speed automatic transmission our front wheel drive scores 26mpg highway a boost for your
wallet! It's a looker too with eye-catching wheels chrome-rimmed tail lights and fog lamps. Take
a good look at our pictures of this great SEL trim. Examine the rich leather seating multifunction
leather-wrapped steering wheel power accessories and incredible sound system featuring an
in-dash 6-CD changer. Safety and reliability are also two things you can always count on in a
Ford and this one is no exception; it is loaded with all the latest safety features. Scan the
pictures of our SEL trim to see how mint the condition of this gently used sedan is. Stylish while
still being sporty this is a great Fusion just waiting for you to slide into its cockpit Print this
page and call us Now Dealer Raters highest rated independent dealership 3 years in a row.
Thank you to all of our customers who make this possible for us. Our loyalty to you is returned
in our value pricing. We know times are tough now and we are offering a shopping experience
tailored to each individual customer. Check out this Ford Fusion SE 3. Since our small
family-owned dealership has been giving our customers great deals and friendly service. Se
Habla Espanol! Discover your new Honda in Colorado Springs now, or visit our dealership for a
test spin of your dream car. Best of all the price you see is the price you pay. No haggling. No
back and forth. No pressure. And this price is so good it is guaranteed. How to protect your
purchase? The quintessential Ford -- This Ford Fusion SEL speaks volumes about its owner,
about uncompromising individuality, a passion for driving and standards far above the ordinary.
You've found the one you've been looking for. Your dream car. More information about the Ford
Fusion: In the competitive midsize sedan segment, Ford's Fusion has a lot to offer. Its
distinctive styling sets it apart from the Toyota Camry, Honda Accord, and Chevrolet Malibu,
and it beats them on price, too. The engines and platform it shares with the Mazda6 give it some
real performance as well, and the available all-wheel drive isn't found on most other cars in the
class. Strengths of this model include competitively priced. Subject to certain terms and
conditions. See store for details. Some restrictions apply. Welcome to the best source for online
deals. We are honored at the opportunity to earn your business. Reduce your trips to the pump!
It is one of the most fuel efficient vehicles in its class. With having reputation for being one of
the most dependable vehicles on the road,the Ford Fusion won't let you down. This is one of
the cleanest vehicles we have seen. This model has had a safety and mechanical inspection
completed. After inspecting the clean AutoCheck report, you will be confident in the history of
this vehicle. A clean AutoCheck gives you piece of mind. Good credit or bad credit, we can get
you a great loan! This vehicle has guaranteed financing. It has room for passengers and plenty
of trunk space. Light weight alloy wheels on it are the perfect compliment to a stylish body. This
unit has an automatic transmission. This unit features cruise control for long trips. The Ford
Fusion is front wheel drive. Valley Auto Liquidators would like to thank you for giving us the
opportunity to earn your business today. Attractive and purposeful our Ford Fusion S Sedan
displayed in Gray is an excellent choice for you. Powered by a 2. This Front Wheel Drive Fusion
can deliver near 32mpg for highway driving which is great news for all of us. This Fusion S
boasts a long list of features designed to keep it extremely competitive in the cutthroat mid-size
sedan market. Amazing audio creature comforts to make you feel at home and seats that just
feel right are a few things you will appreciate. Bottom line this is a great car. We are a small
company with very low overhead in order to keep our prices down. We also have a full service
shop that all cars receive a point inspection and warranties available on all cars. We sell quality
cars and offer outstanding service We have a 4. Visit our website at WestAutoSales. Financing
available for both good and credit challenged customers and of course trades always welcome.
Thanks for looking and please call with any questions or to schedule a test drive. We have rates
as low as 2. Se Habla Espanol. This Front Wheel Drive scores near 29mpg on the highway
helping boost for your wallet! It looks great too with eye-catching wheels. Look inside our
sporty SE trim and settle into comfortable seating to see how easy the gauges are for your
viewing. Ford offers great safety and reliability features while still being sporty. This is a great
Fusion SE just waiting for you to slide into its cockpit. The following items have been
reconditioned on this vehicle: new pair of tires! Everyone hates the gas pump. Skip a few gas
stations with this super fuel efficient FordFusion. This low mileage Ford Fusion has barely been
touched. It's the next best thing to buying new. Looking for a Ford Fusion that is in great

condition inside and out? Take a look at this beauty. They say beauty is on the inside and once
you experience the unbelievable options in this Ford Fusion, you'll agree that this is one
beautiful vehicle. Added comfort with contemporary style is the leather interior to heighten the
quality and craftsmanship for the Ford Fusion SE. Interesting features of this model are
competitively priced. Disinfectant methods or claims should not be deemed to state or imply
these products can eliminate or prevent transmission of any virus, illness or disease. We have a
large selection of new Mazdas and pre-owned vehicles of every make and model, and always
over in-stock and ready for delivery. Our experienced and enthusiastic Product Specialists are
ready to show you why The Autobarn Group is so popular. Please feel free to call us at or visit
our website at This Ford Fusion is defined by its handsome styling, sporty handling character
and spacious cabin. All-wheel drive gives it an advantage compared to its competitors. With its
responsive steering and refined ride, this Ford Fusion is one of the more entertaining vehicles
in the family sedan segment. An unexpected measure of utility is provided by the Fusion's In
National Highway Transportation Safety Administration frontal-impact crash tests earned a 5
star rating. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to
show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show
local listings. Year s. Engine Details Transmission Automatic 8, Manual Cylinders 4 cylinders 7,
6 cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent
price drops. New Listing. No accidents. Check Availability. Frame damage. Price Drop. Showing
1 - 18 out of 9, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. I'll be buying another one! I've had my Fusion
for almost five years now and other than maintenance that comes around 90, miles, I haven't
had to do anything to it besides routine maintenance. We recently got into an accident, running
into a stopped Ford F going about 60 mph--complete front impact. I am more in love with this
car after the accident because of the fact that we all walked away with minor injuries, with my 13
month old having none. Now looking for my replacement car, I'm looking for another Fusion.
The car is roomy, comfortable, and the trunk has a TON of space. Great gas mileage and an
overall great, safe car. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. Increase the search radius for more
results. Based on the radius, a new location list is generated for you to choose from. Get an
alert with the newest ads for " ford fusion" in Ontario. MSRP generally excludes freight,
applicable fees and taxes. MSRP has been provided for illustrative and general information
purposes only. Dealers may sell for less; contact dealer for details. All rights reserved. Price to.
Use Distance Search to find Ads based on where you are and how far you want to travel. Update
Cancel. Sign Up. Kijiji Alerts. Sort by Posted: oldest first Posted: newest first Price: lowest first
Price: highest first. Notify me when new ads are posted. And a lot more! Call samy Automatic ,
km. Please Contact. City of Toronto. We do not inventory individual parts on any vehicle, and
therefore unable to provide detail parts availability. We also unable to guarantee the availability
on specific parts as hundreds of transactions occur daily with the vehicles in stock. Lot's of
great, clean parts. Better grab your Catharines Yesterday. Oil changed regurlarly at canadian
tire. Have receipts for all the work. Pretty clean. It drives very well. Has rust and dents there are
pictures of it. Automatic , km. London Yesterday. Manual , km Financing. Windsor Region
Yesterday. The asking price includes safety for Ontario or Quebec unless mentioned as is. We
pride ourselves on providing excellent prices. Financing options available, visit dealership for
details. TO P. M TO P. Automatic , km Financing. Nice sedan in good shape. Clean car inside
and out. Very low Kilometers!! Runs great ready to go anywhere. Vehicle is like NEW. Needs
nothing at all. ALl maintenance is up to date with recent tires, brakes and full tune up as well.
Engine: 4 Cylinder Engine 2. Leather interior, power windows, steering all that stuff. Had a the
subframe and oil pan replaced not too long ago. It was certified last year when I bought it from a
dealership, only selling because I bought a truck. We are a proud and a trusted member of the
OMVIC and UCDA our goal is not only to provide you with the best price but more importantly a
quality reliable vehicle and the best customer service with absolutely no pressure. This
beautiful brochure highlights all the model features, options and specifications. Rare piece of
automotive history that is in mint condition. The vehicle may not be fit for use as a means of
transportation and may require substantial repairs at the purchaser's expense. This vehicle is
being sold "as is", unfit, not e-tested and is not represented as being in a road worthy condition,
mechanically sound or maintained at any guaranteed level of quality. Name 3. Ford Fusion
Hubcap. All kms have been highway driving. Car drives great very smooth. It does have a dent
on drivers door and a rust spot on passenger side rear quarter. Summer and winter rims with
tires. JDM Motors For more vehicles pls visit Automatic 51, km Financing. NO rust. Runs and
drives very well. This vehicle comes fully certified with a Safety Certificate and a Car Proof
history report at no extra cost! Our guarantee to all vehicles! Bad credit
vsc system toyota sienna 2011
96 ezgo golf cart

haynes repair manual free

? That not an issue, we can get you approved! Extended warranties are also available. We
welcome your mechanics approval prior to purchase on all our vehicles. We can help, call us
today and we can get your Recent brakes, and rotors, aluminum wheels, comes with a set of
snow tires on steel rims with chrome hub caps. Leather interior, heated seats, very clean. Fog
lights, traction control, back up sensor, block heater. No rust. Call Rick for more info Automatic
, km. We carry a huge variety of aftermarket replacement auto parts for most vehicles in the
North American Market. We offer Apply now! Visit AWD, leather, sunroof and so much more We
accept all types of credit and income! If you have had a bankruptcy or are in credit proposal we
can help! Down payment may be required Call, email or just come and visit our St. Catharines
store. See our website for directions at Apply online! We look at all sources of income.
Disability, Child Tax Credit, Self employed! Brand new. Recently Added:.

